
The most technologically  
advanced bed in the world



Responds to the moving body  
instantaneously. Suits all weights 
and shapes with no roll together. 
Unfaltering long-term support  

and no body impressions.

Thousands of precision-engineered components  

contour to the natural curves of the body making sleep  

a completely new experience. The unique use of stainless 

steel extension springs within the system ensures that it 

will not deteriorate despite many years of use.

The Ammique body support and sleep system has no 

mattress and has been rigorously tested for durability  

and longevity at a higher level than any mattress and is 

guaranteed to withstand a lifetime of use.

Consistent Support



Health & Hygiene

Removable and washable padded  
layers. Easy access for vacuuming  
and steam cleaning. Excellent air  

flow adopts the ambient  
room temperature.

Designed with hygiene as a priority, the structure is easy-clean 

throughout with all padding removable and washable. Within 

the structure a void allows for excellent air circulation, helping 

to regulate the body’s temperature throughout the night.

 

Over the years, mattresses absorb large amounts of bodily 

fluids, dust mite faeces and skin flakes and there is no way to 

properly clean them. Unlike a traditional bed with a mattress, 

the Ammique bed can be fully cleaned. Removable side  

panels provide easy access to vacuum underneath the system.



Adaptability

Modular for ease of delivery and 
installation. Simple to lengthen  

by adding extra modules.  
Customised easily to preferred 

style and changing trends.

Modular construction therefore easy to deliver and simple 

to lengthen. Outer frame with interchangeable decorative 

items allow for endless styling options.

The Ammique bed comprises of 10 modules as standard 

and can be easily lengthened by adding extra modules.

Every Ammique bed is hand-crafted to the highest  

specifications. While we have some standard designs,  

we are able to work with you to design your perfect bed.



Sustainability

All materials and packaging are  
recyclable, sustainable and ethically  

sourced. The structure and mechanism  
are guaranteed against wear  

and tear for life.

Developed and created with environmental sustainability in 

mind, the Ammique technology is a durable, mattress-free 

body contouring support and sleep system and a radical 

leap away from throw away mattress technology.

All timber and timber products are from renewable sources. 

Waste is carefully managed throughout. All packaging is  

re-used or recycled. All materials are sourced  

ethically and can be recycled.

The Ammique Bed is manufactured to the highest  

specification and based on rigorous, independent testing 

has an estimated functional life of over 250 years.



www.ammique.com


